COCU 132. Gender and Media (4)
McKenna, Denise Tu 11:00am – 12:20pm

Course examines work of women artists, history of representation of women in media. Introduction to feminist media theory. Focus on representations of gender, narrative, experimental strategies used by women media makers, the role of the female spectator. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing.

COCU 137. The Politics of Bodies

TuTh 2:00pm – 3:20pm

This course will explore the construction of gendered bodies and gendered sexuality in postindustrial culture(s) through political, historical, and media analysis. Topics may include abortion, eating disorders, body modification, work and consumption, AIDS, and genetic engineering. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing.

CGS 101. Gender, Modernity, and Globalization (4)

Diaz, Josen Gayle T&TH 11:00am – 12:20pm

The global effects of modernity, modernization, and globalization on men and women. Topics: international consumer culture; international divisions of labor; construction of sexuality and gender within global movements; the migrations of people, capital, and culture. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing or consent of instructor.

CGS 102. Topics in Critical Gender Studies - Women of Color Feminism to Queer of Color Critique: Intersectional Activism and (4)

el Tayeb, Fatima 10:30 am – 11:50 am
CGS 102. Topics in Critical Gender Studies: Masculinities (4)
Reid, Roddey 9:30am – 10:50am

CGS 104. Advanced Topics in Comparative Perspectives – Queer in East Asia: History, Culture, Community (4)
Henry, Todd M&W 5pm – 6:20pm
Focuses on the relationship between gender and culture from a multiplicity of perspectives. Possible topics could include gender and ethnicity, gender across class, and other topics to be examined in a cross-cultural framework. May be taken for credit two times when topics vary. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing or consent of instructor.

CGS 112. Sexuality and Nation (4)
Murillo, Ruben T&TH 3:30pm – 4:50pm
(Cross-listed with ETHN 127.) This course explores the nexus of sex, race, ethnicity, gender, and nation and considers their influence on identity; sexuality; migration movement and borders; and other social, cultural, and political issues that these constructs affect. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing or consent of instructor.

SOCI 159. Special Topics in Social Organizations and Institutions – Love, Sex, Marriage (4)
Smith, Devon Y. Thursday 5:00 pm – 7:00pm
Readings and discussion of particular substantive issues and research in the sociology of organizations and institutions, including such areas as population, economy, education, family, medicine, law, politics, and religion. Topics will vary from year to year. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing

PSYCH 158. Interpersonal Relationships (4)
Harris, Christine Wednesday 2:00pm – 4:50 pm
Seminar-style course to examine theories and empirical work pertaining to interpersonal relationships; attraction, jealousy, attachments, love. **Prerequisites:** upper-division standing.

***ALL COURSES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE***